


thanks
for opening our book



If you should make an adoption plan and choose us, we want you to know that your 

little one will be part of the most loving, caring, supportive and understanding family. 

We will nurture and guide them through the ups and downs of life. And above all, 

your baby will grow up knowing about their birth family.

We cannot begin to understand how diff icult of a decision you have ahead of you or the 

courage it takes to make such a choice. We are honored that you are opening our book 

and getting to know us. We truly hope you f ind peace in whatever decision you make for 

you and your child.

hello
We thank you from the bottom of our hearts for considering 
us to embark on this emotional and life-changing journey. 
What matters now is that you find the best love and support 
for both your child and for yourself.  

With love and gratitude,

Brooke and Josh
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We grew up down the street from each other, went to the same schools, but never shared 

the same friends or classes until high school. Junior year, we off icially found each other 

while playing hacky sack at lunchtime. A few weeks later, we went to our junior prom 

together, began dating that night and have since, been inseparable. 

We immediately realized how much we could laugh together and make fun out of just 

about any activity. We didn’t often participate in the “normal” school activities, other than 

sports (football and swimming). Growing up as home bodies, we just really enjoyed being 

in each other’s company. We’ve had quite the adventure together, overcoming adversity, 

sharing many f irsts, getting our undergraduate degrees and traveling to New Orleans in 

2015 for our wedding. 

We both knew there was an undimmable spark from the beginning. Even while working 

on this book, we are simultaneously writing sections, comparing notes and critiquing each 

other. Marriage hasn’t taught us much, but we did learn a lot in the 8 years leading up 

to it. Work together, talk through disagreements, be kind to each other, enjoy the little 

things and always say “I love you”.

storyour

We immediately realized how much we could laugh 
together and make fun out of just about any activity.
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There was never any question about it. It didn’t matter if we were able to have biological 

children or not, we still planned to adopt, either way. In June of 2020, we gave birth to our 

f irst child, Franklin. He was stillborn at 28 weeks and went straight to angel baby heaven. 

Since Franklin’s birth, it has become diff icult to decide if it will be safe to have any future 

biological children. With the intent to adopt having always been in our sights, we decided 

that this is the perfect time. It is an opportunity to provide a loving, caring and supportive 

family to a child, share with them all of the opportunities we can possibly think of, as 

our parents did for us, and to raise a wonderful person.

adopting
why we are

Adoption is something that the two of us have had in our 
minds and hearts since we were young.
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why we are
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I grew up in the Bay Area in California. As a kid and teenager, I played softball, waterpolo, took 

ballet and tap dancing classes. I was on the swim team and went to an outdoor nature camp 

every summer. I graduated from college in California, moved to Arizona for doctorate school 

and I am now a pharmacist in Washington. Josh and I spend a lot of our free time together. 

I love to garden, watch movies, read a variety of books, visit my family at my parents’ house 

and do yoga. Josh and I also spend a lot of time searching out new coffee shops and going 

for drives. I am an extreme animal lover! We have two cats and a dog. A lot of my time at 

home is spent cuddling with them too. Traveling has always been a big part of my life. Ever 

since I was little, my parents took my sister and I everywhere with them. Some of my favorite 

spots are Disneyland, Hawaii and camping trips. Josh and I have also gone to New Orleans,  

brooke
meet

FRIENDS & FAMILY SAY:
I have a contagious,  
happy laugh

FAVORITE MOVIES:
Wayne’s World and  
most Marvel Movies

FAVORITE DESSERT:
Mint chocolate chip ice 
cream with sprinkles
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New York and Japan. I can’t wait to have a child so I can share these experiences with them! 

I am looking forward to being a mom SO MUCH! I am ready to share everything I have 

with a little nugget. To hold them close, take them to movies, bake cookies with them, 

teach them to love animals and to love life, to watch them grow and to give them all of 

the love, experiences and family support that I have been blessed with.

brooke
meet

HOBBIES: Yoga, gardening, traveling, trying new coffee shops/
restaurants, spending time with family and animals
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I grew up in California in a family of six, with two older brothers and one younger sister. We 

were very close from a young age, playing outside together, making up our own games and 

watching the same VHS movies repeatedly. I always jumped at the chance to help my dad 

around the house. I was his little buddy, and would love to have a little buddy of my own one 

day. I love to learn new things and often take on one-time projects. When I want to relax, I 

work on upgrades for the house and play video games often with friends and family. I have 

made a few dining tables, a portable wooden garage workbench, custom LED safety glasses, 

and currently a chicken coop for the in-laws. My latest project has been adding grass and a 

soft-top, lighted gazebo to our backyard so we can kick back and enjoy our space year round. 

Now it’s time to start building a family. I want to teach my children life lessons and other 

josh 
meet

FAVORITE MOVIE GENRE: 
Horror or super hero action

FAVORITE COFFEE/TEA:
Hot cane sugar latte

LIKES: To do good deeds 
without telling anyone
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practical skills, to see their faces light up in amazement and joy when they see new and 

incredible things. I want to fight for them when they need me, to cheer for them in sports, 

to witness them take on hobbies of their own, and learn new things with them. I want to 

hold them when they are sad and embarrass them with horrible dad jokes hoping that one will 

make them crack a smile. I want to watch them grow into a strong, independent, loving adult, 

just to make a family of their own one day.

HOBBIES: 
Playing video games,  
watching movies at the 
theater or at home,  
eating at restaurants,  
scenic drives with  
snacks or coffee, and 
new projects
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“You probably won’t understand how much Brooke laughs until you meet her. 

She is always very positive and encouraging to others, and can usually bring a 

smile to anyone’s face. Brooke has a Leslie Knope level of organization and a Mary 

Poppins level of making mundane tasks fun and interesting. Brooke will be the most  

loving, happy, supportive, exciting and colorful mom and will always be there for 

your child.”

brooke

josh 

in Josh’s words
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“There are not enough words to describe Josh’s ability to be and dedication to becoming 

a dad. He is strong. He is intelligent. He is patient, caring and loving. Even during 

the saddest and most diff icult times in our life, he can make me laugh and feel joy. He 

has the biggest, warmest heart. A child in his life would undoubtedly be one of the 

luckiest children on this Earth.”

josh 

in Josh’s words

in Brooke’s words
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Welcome to the evergreen state of Washington. Our home is fairly new and in a bustling 

neighborhood with many young families who are always out and about, often playing at 

the park just down our street. The sidewalks are lined with lamp posts that glow softly at 

night, lighting up our evening walks. Our backyard overlooks a golf ing green, frequented 

by springtime and summertime golfers zipping around on their golf carts with sunbrellas, 

along with a chorus of birds and evening frog “ribbits”. We tend to spend our time in 

the backyard, grilling and keeping up the garden. Inside our home, we are most often 

downstairs in the great room, cooking and relaxing with our family and pets. The 

upstairs has an off ice, two bedrooms, and a freshly painted baby nursery. 

home
our
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We have two cuddly kitties (Minnie and Mickey) 

that are brother and sister, and a loveable  

doggie (Dakota) that we rescued from a 

reservation in Arizona.

our

Meet Our Pets

Our home is fairly new and in a 
bustling neighborhood with many 
young families who are always out 
and about, often playing at the park 
just down our street.
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families
meet our

They are ecstatic about  
our choice to adopt . 

Brooke’s Family: 

Brooke’s parents, sister and grandma moved up to Washington shortly after we did. Her 

parents live about 30 minutes away on a 5-acre property, full of vegetable and flower 

gardens, horses, chickens, birds, cats and a dog. We visit them every weekend for 

movie nights, barbeques, and spend a lot of time outside helping with yardwork. 

We get together for most holidays and celebrations, usually taking turns hosting at 

each other’s houses. We all like to travel together as well, with Disneyland being the 

most requested and most traveled destination. They are ecstatic about our choice to 

adopt and are already planning where to build a huge play structure in the yard! 

Josh’s Family: 

Josh’s parents currently live in his childhood home in Northern California. He has three 

siblings – a brother who lives in Oregon, another in Oklahoma and a sister who lives in 

Southern California. Traveling between states makes for fun family visits and get 

togethers, where we spend most of the time going for walks, singing karaoke, taking 

scenic drives and sampling new coffee shops and restaurants. We have also made it 

tradition in our home to host Thanksgiving, where everyone is welcome to stay and 

hang out for the week. His sister is also looking forward to moving closer to us in the 

next few years, so that our kids can grow up together.
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meet our



family...
in our
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We find the positives  

for us and for others,  

in every situation.

We value love, fun,  

laughter, hard work,  

our faith, family  

and coffee!

We enjoy and celebrate 

the little things in life, 

and set our goals for  

the big stuff!
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We hope that these few pages have given you a colorful idea of who we are as a family  

and a look into the life your child would have growing up. From this point forward, we realize 

the endless possibilities and pathways our families may come across. Because of this, we 

want to thank you for spending your precious time to even consider our family in your  

future decisions.

HERE ARE A FEW COMMITMENTS WE WANT TO MAKE TO YOU:

• We will show and teach a love of learning throughout their life by providing educational 

experiences, fostering independence and supporting creative thinking.

• We will always be open and supportive, making sure your child knows that they can come 

to us for anything.

• We will make sure that without question, your child will have as many life opportunities as 

we can f ind and provide for them.

• We will make sure that your child knows who YOU are, and the selfless decision that you 

have made in their honor. 

Ultimately, when making any of these decisions, you and your child are what is most 

important. No matter what, we hope that you f ind a loving family for your child, and we wish 

you the best in your future.

before you go
we want you to know

with love and gratitude, 

Brooke and Josh






